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MAGIC IN A BOTTLE (Briard Monthly Journal) 1995 
 
“Revive” & “Amaze “Coat Conditioner’s 
 
During “The Move” we had little time to keep up our dogs’ coats. The results were badly 
matted dogs including those entered in the RASS-Specialty.  It wasn’t pretty, but we began the 
slow work to clean them up properly.  What we thought was going to be a grueling task for 
ourselves and the dogs turned into an unbelievably quick job.  How could cleaning up 8 well-
matted Briards be described like that – easy it was Magic!  A couple of Briard friends told me 
about REVIVE conditioner by Galaxy.  We ordered a pint – used it straight from the bottle.  It 
comes in a concentrated form, which is to be diluted in a blender and put in a spray bottle.  
That works fine for dogs already in reasonable show condition.  Ours weren’t, their costs were a 
disaster. It took about a week of doing one or two dogs a day and all were done.  Even Sarah, 
who is at her no-no during grooming sessions tolerated it well. 
 
Used undiluted, and rubbed into the coat & mats, allowed to sit for 10-15 minutes, this product 
works in a way we never thought anything could, it makes mats unstuck, allowing you to comb 
through them. Without a massive loss of coat or creating holes in the coat where a heavy mat 
had been.  And it does NOT soften the coat at all, in fact, the next day the coat felt crispier than 
it was.  The product does not leave any greasy feel in the coat after it has totally dried into the 
coat.  It can be used as a conditioning rinse after bathing or as a grooming spray.  Both uses 
should be done with diluted Revive.  We are believers.  And we will strongly recommend this to 
all our puppy buyers from now on, especially those with pet puppies, because it is often pet 
buyers who need the most help in finding grooming tools & methods that work. 
 
The Revive literature makes the following claims: 
REVIVE A) Penetrates damaged hair while helping to prevent split ends, smooths the cuticle;   
B)  Detangles and eliminates static; 
C)  Has a conditioning humectant that increases the effectiveness of proteins; 
D)  Naturally seals hair shafts & promotes coat growth; 
E)  Conditions, moisturizes & protects the coat; 
F)  Leaves the coat naturally healthy with tremendous sheen 
 
Our experience agrees wholeheartedly. 


